TEST 1 PREP TERMS
1st grade
300 bones
70+ reflexes
ablation
active child
age-graded
Ainsworth
albinism
alcohol
all or nothing
alleles
amniotic fluid
amniotic sac
amniotosis
anemia
apoptosis
applied research
attachment
attachment-in-making
authoritarian
authoritative
autism
autosomal traits
avoidant attachment
babbling
babies
Babinski's reflex
baptism
basic research
Bauer's reflex
biosocial domain
birth
birth canal
birth celebration rites
blastula
blinking
bloody show
bonding
Bowlby
breech delivery
brightness of an image
case histories
case studies
cervical canal
cervix
Cesarean delivery
child-directed speech
cilia
circumcision
clear

clear-cut attachment
cleavage
clinical observations
closure of neural tube
coffee
cognitive domain
cohort effects
color vision
comprehension
conception
consciousness
constructs
conversational turn-taking
cooing
correlation
crawling
critical periods
cross-sectional studies
crowning
CUSSIT
cutting the umbilical cord
cystic fibrosis
dependent variable
description
dilation
DNA
documentation
doll eye reflex
dominant traits
dynamic
eating the placenta
effacement
embryo
embryonic stage
emic perspective
essential traits
ethnography
Ethological Theory of Attachment
etic perspective
experimentation
explanation
explanations
eye color
face parts in the right places
fallopian tube
Ferguson reflex
fertilization
fertilized egg
fetal alcohol syndrome
fetal stage
fetus
fimbria

folic acid deficiency
forceps
fraternal twins
full term
fully dilated
gene shuffling
genes
genetic predisposition
genetics
genotype
germinal stage
glutamate
grasping
habituation
head-first delivery
hemophilia
heterogygous
history-graded
holophrase
homozygous
Huntington’s
identical twins
images newborns prefer
implantation
inattention blindness
incomplete recessive
independent variable
indifferent
infantile reflexes
infants
inferences
internally consistent
interval scale
jaundice
joint attention
laugh out loud
lifelong reflexes
lifespan development
lightening
longitudinal studies
magnitude
male pattern baldness
maturation
Mendel
mental processes
meta-analysis
models
molding
Morgan’s cannon
morphogenesis
morula
motion

mucus plug
multi-contextual
multicultural
multidimensional
multi-disciplinary
multiple mutations
naming ceremonies
naturalistic observation
newborns
nominal scale
normal curve
observations
observer effect
operational definition
ordinal scale
ovary
ovary follicle
overextension
overlapping stages
over-regularization
ovulation
ovum
parental control
parental warmth
parenting style
passive child
permissive
phenotype
PKU (phenylketonuria)
placenta delivery
plastic
polygenic disorders
pre-attachment
predictions
pregnancy
prenatal
production
prune sounds
psychosocial domain
puerperium
qualitative data
quantitative data
random assignment
random selection
ratio scale
recessive traits
reciprocal attachment
reciprocal relationships
relative size
replication
resistant attachment
reticular formation

roll over (back to front)
roll over (front to back)
scientific method
secure attachment
secure base
self-report
sensitive period
sequential stages
sex-limited traits
sex-linked traits
sign
significance
single gene disorders
sit up (supported)
sleep through the night
small number of assumptions
sneezing
socially desirable answers
speech acquisition
sperm
sperm’s head
sperm’s tail
stages of childbirth
steady state information
stepping reflex
steps
Strange Situation Task
structured observations
summarizes facts
surfactant
systematic underrepresentation
Tay-Sachs disease
telegraphic speech
teratogen
testable hypotheses
theories
toddlers
top-down processing
toxoplasmosis
traits
tubal pregnancy
underextension
universal
useful
uterus
vacuum
vagina
variables
varicella
verification
vertex delivery
viability

vocabulary
walking
water birth
water breaking
waves
X chromosome
Y chromosome
yawning
zygote

